WHEREAS, the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers is a global non-profit society whose mission is to serve humanity by advancing the arts and sciences of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, refrigeration and their allied fields.; and

WHEREAS, engineers use their scientific skills and specialized knowledge in creative and innovative ways to fulfill society's needs, help solve major technological challenges of our time, and help improve the quality of life for everyone; and

WHEREAS, engineering has been called the invisible or stealth profession because things we use every day have been engineered in some way, yet we may not see the engineers or know much about the science and technology behind the engineering; and

WHEREAS, founded in 1951, National Engineers Week, known as EWeek, is dedicated to ensuring a diverse and well-educated future engineering workforce by increasing understanding of, and interest in, engineering and technology careers; and

WHEREAS, EWeek is a formal coalition of more than 70 engineering, education and cultural societies, with more than 50 corporations and government agencies dedicated to raising public awareness of engineers' positive contributions to quality of life; and

WHEREAS, the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers would like to acknowledge the innovations and achievements of engineers across Plano in honor of National Engineers Week;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, JOHN B. MUNS, MAYOR OF THE CITY OF PLANO, TEXAS, do hereby proclaim February 20-26, 2022 as National Engineers Week in Plano, and I do thereby encourage all citizens to join me and the Plano City Council in recognizing our professional engineers for their invaluable contributions in the City of Excellence!